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Rocket® Zack™ is an all-encompassing, rule-driven solution designed to streamline console automation  

in z/OS® environments. This powerful software monitors mainframe system consoles, offering message-based 

automation for enhanced operational efficiency. With Zack at the helm, system events and console activities 

are seamlessly managed, eliminating the cumbersome process of creating custom manual scripts typically 

required for intricate automation tasks. Moreover, advanced automation tasks are effortlessly handled 

through the utilization of standard IBM® REXX™ capabilities.

Benefits/Features

Optimize processes
Automates and improves system 
reliability and maximizes IT resources.

Support advanced automation
This ensures high availability and minimizes 
system downtime.

Scheduling, automation,  
and integration solutions 
With Rocket® Zeke™, Rocket® Zena™, 
Rocket® Zebb™, and Rocket® Outbound™.

Workload enablement 
With Rocket® JCLPREP and Rocket® Zara™.

User-friendly and cost-effective
Incorporates easy-to-use features and 
automatic actions that reduce costs.  

Maximize throughput
Zack maximizes throughput by reducing  
or eliminating console traffic.

http://www.rocketsoftware.com
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Rocket® Software’s suite of workload automation solutions simplifies and optimizes your 
end-to-end value streams. Learn more about our solutions: 

Zeke™
Enterprise-wide
automated process
scheduler

Benefits of Rocket® Zack™ include: 

Works with other Rocket solutions to provide 
integrated workload management, platform and 
application transparency, as well as BSM support  

Zack™
Advanced console 
automation and 
event management

Learn more Learn more

Captures, suppresses, and responds  
to Write-to-Operator (WTO) messages  

Intercepts and intelligently responds 
to Write-to-Operator Reply (WTOR) messages  

Manages message traffic by highlighting, 
lowlighting, consolidating, and  
suppressing messages  

Automates system events based  
on Time-of-Day (TOD) requirements  

Sequences automation events such  
as IPL process automation  

Propagates automation data through 
global, shared, and system variables  

Consolidates message traffic  
from multiple systems for  
centralized management  

Visit RocketSoftware.com
Book a demo

Rocket Zack provides complete IBM Z® console automation 
that frees up operations staff and keeps your business flowing.

Learn more

Zara™
Automated tape 
management

Zebb™
Automated process 
restart management

Provides comprehensive and pre-defined 
message management rule sets

Provides schedule flexibility 
through versatile calendar- and 
time-based definitions
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